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and Verilog Simulations
➤ ROC: Emulates the chip-generated reset on

configuration pulse.

➤ ROCBUF: Allows the testbench to drive
the chip-generated reset on configuration
without implementing an actual input pin
on the chip.

➤ TOC: Emulates the chip-generated 3-state
on configuration pulse.

➤ TOCBUF: Allows the testbench to drive
the chip-generated 3-state on configura-
tion without implementing an actual input
pin on the chip.

➤ STARTBUF: A technology-independent
version of the STARTUP block supported
for simulation.

These five cells allow control over the
global reset and 3-state signal emulation so
you can create pre-route initialization simula-
tions to match post-route simulations. The
cells also drive implementation tools to add
or delete pins, and to select which net is to
be routed as the GSR, GR, PRLD, or GTS net.

Summary
The UNISIM libraries for Verilog and

VHDL give you an HDL flow for RTL with
instantiations, imported schematics, and post-
synthesis functional simulations. The libraries
are completely compatible with synthesis-
and LogiBlox-oriented flows and will help
you match your pre-route global signal
initializations with your post-route
simulations. ◆

An FPGA Can Control

Its Own Reconfiguration
An XC4000 or XC5200 FPGA can initiate its own reconfiguration by driving its own

PROGRAM input Low. This is a reliable operation although the reconfiguration se-

quence stops the output from driving PROGRAM Low; the reconfiguration process,

once triggered, will continue.

For example, an FPGA could have multiple configurations stored in a parallel

PROM, selected by a binary switch that drives the upper PROM address lines. The

FPGA could also use these codes as input, comparing them against an internal code

that is uniquely determined by the configuration. When you turn the switch, the mis-

match is detected and a new reconfiguration is initiated, according to the new switch

setting. The reconfiguration could also be delayed until additional conditions are met.

Even without a manually operated switch, the FPGA can initiate reconfiguration to a

selected section of the parallel PROM if an external CMOS latch or register is used to

maintain the most significant bit(s) of the new PROM address throughout the configura-

tion process.

If you have any novel FPGA or CPLD applications that you would like to

share with other readers, send them to editor@xilinx.com. ◆

INNOVATIVE APPLICATIONS


